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Abstract: This paper presents potentials and challenges of disaggregated metro-edge networking
based on open packet-optical nodes encompassing coherent pluggable modules, SONiC open
operating system, and P4-based packet switching programmability. © 2021 The Author(s)
1. Introduction
In the last years, compact coherent transmission modules have emerged, moving from traditional 8RU modules to
pluggable form factors such as CFP2-DCO and QSPF-DD [1]. Although some limitations still exist with the smallest
modules, the trend clearly shows that in the next few years coherent pluggable modules may become the preferred
technology particularly for metro-edge scenarios. Indeed, besides space and power savings, such miniaturization
process will enable installing coherent modules on off-the-shelf cost-effective packet switches designed for data center
operations. This has the potential to open the traditionally closed optical network market to new manufacturers while
taking advantage of the high pace of innovation within data centers. Such innovation occurs at both hardware and
software levels. At the HW level, besides guaranteeing continuously increasing throughput performance, a new
generation of programmable ASIC has been introduced, leveraging on the P4 technology [2]. P4 enables the
implementation of novel in-network functions operating at wire speed. Examples includes innovative monitoring and
telemetry solutions, cyber-security operations, hardware acceleration of 5G network functions [3]. At the software
level, open-source initiatives have pushed disaggregated solutions to production, providing high level of reliability
and performance. Among them, the SONiC open operating system (OS), originally designed for intra-data center
operations, is gaining consensus in different network scenarios and could represent an attractive OS solution also for
next generation packet-optical nodes equipped with coherent pluggable modules [4, 5].
In this work, we present the state of the art, potentials and open issues of open packet-optical nodes supporting coherent
pluggable modules, open operating system, and enabling P4 packet switching programmability. Such combined set of
technologies is particularly attractive since it may lead to both CAPEX and OPEX savings while guaranteeing more
effective traffic engineering solutions. For example, packet-optical nodes may enable the removal of standalone
transponders (reducing latency while avoiding O/E/O conversions) and may provide a tight and effective integration
between the packet and the optical layers.
2. Packet-Optical node: enabling technologies
Coherent pluggable modules. Digital Coherent Optics (DCO) transceivers are commercially available at rates of up
to 400 Gbps in two form factors: CFP2 (C form-factor pluggable type 2) and QSFP-DD (Quad Small Form-factor
Pluggable Double Density). The CFP2-DCO transceiver (41.5mm width) provides adequate signal launch power of
0dBm, suitable for metro/regional interconnections traversing multiple Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop
Multiplexers (ROADMs). Experiments have shown the capability to cover even 1500km at 400Gb/s in a 75 GHzspaced DWDM System, using 16 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) at 69 Gbaud, probabilistic constellation
shaping, and soft-decision forward error correction [6]. In addition, excellent interoperability performance has been
already achieved by DCO-CFP2 based on OpenROADM multi source agreement (MSA) [1]. The 400ZR coherent
pluggable module based on the smaller QSFP-DD form factor (18.35 mm width) currently provides signal launch
power of up to -10dBm and it is mainly designed for data center interconnections, covering single span distances of
up to 120km. The larger CFP2 form factor is typically not supported by DC ethernet switches, while QSPF-DD is
generally supported even if some electrical power constraints may still induce operational issues. To take full
advantage of DC packet switching solutions, a new generation of coherent pluggable modules is needed, able to
provide improved optical transmission performance in QSPF-DD form factor.
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Fig.1. Metro/edge optical network based on open packet-optical nodes supporting advanced P4 applications.

Node operating system supporting coherent pluggable modules. SONiC (Software for Open Networking in the Cloud)
is an open-source network operating system already deployed in intra-DC production networks and it is also gaining
consensus for devices (including smartNICs) targeting other network segments, including optical networks [5]. It
introduces an innovative modular architecture supporting docker-based containerization enabling applications and
network tools/protocols to be deployed and operated in secure isolated way. SONiC natively supports the typical
network protocols used for DC operations (e.g., Border Gateway Protocol) while it lacks official support to additional
relevant protocols for optical networking, such as NETCONF. Overall, as of today, SONiC is not yet a mature solution
for production telecom infrastructures, however relevant work by a large industrial community of developers is ongoing and remarkable progresses are introduced at every new release. In addition, at the time of writing this paper, the
drivers to support coherent pluggable modules (e.g., 400ZR) have been announced but they are not available yet. The
Telecom Infra Project (TIP) is also actively working on a SONiC-based OS (named Goldstone) as well as on
transceiver abstraction interfaces (TAI) to support coherent modules [4].
SDN Control of packet-optical nodes. The OpenConfig and OpenROADM initiatives have made a significant effort
to standardize YANG models for optical networking [7]. Additional effort is still required to fully and efficiently
control coherent pluggable modules. Moreover, open issues are present in the coordination workflow between
configurations performed at the packet and optical layer. Traditionally, optical network SDN Controllers (OptC)
oversee the configuration of both ROADMs and transponders. When transponders are replaced by pluggable modules
equipped within the packet-optical nodes, traditionally controlled only by Packet SDN Controller (PckC), coordinated
control need to be provided. Two main solutions are under discussion. In the first solution [5], both OptC and PckC
have direct access to the node (see the example in Fig. 1). Coordinated control is achieved by properly providing
reading/writing rights to selected portions of the YANG-compliant configuration. However, this kind of coordination
is not sufficient since both controllers may take uncorrelated and potentially inadequate actions (e.g., in case of
failure). For this reason, the second solution based on hierarchical coordination through a Parent Controller seems the
most promising one [8]. In this case, the PckC remains the unique controller for the packet-optical node. The PckC
retrieves from the node the supported capabilities of the pluggable module (e.g., supported operational modes),
provides this information to the Parent Controller which forwards it to the OptC. OptC is then able to perform end-toend impairment-aware path computation and compute the suitable transmission parameters. For example, the selected
operational mode among those supported is communicated to the Parent which forwards the information to the PckC,
in charge of enforcing it into the node. Although this solution enables better coordination, scalability and efficiency
issues may be present. Therefore, additional studies and standardized solutions are needed, including finite state
machines for effective coordination among SDN Controllers.
3. Applications of P4-based programmability
The limitations that currently affect the three aforementioned enabling technologies are expected to be overcome in
relatively short term. This would open the opportunity of adopting within packet-optical boxes innovative solutions
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designed for DC, including programmable P4-based ASIC. In the following, a selection of P4 applications is reported
that could be of potential interest for integrated packet-optical networking (Fig. 1).
A. Monitoring and Telemetry. The most successful P4 application provides advanced monitoring and telemetry
capabilities. For example, In-band Telemetry (INT) enables the introduction of custom packet headers including
metadata such as timestamps and the time spent in the traversed queues. This enables accurate monitoring across the
whole packet and optical network, potentially leading to improved traffic engineering solutions [9-11].
B. Latency-aware scheduling and forwarding. The possibility to accurately monitor edge-to-cloud latency
performance through INT, besides global optimizations, enables dynamic local scheduling and QoS-driven forwarding
operations. For example, the local selection among alternative routes across optical and packet resources (e.g., optical
bypass) may be dynamically performed even on a per-flowlet basis, instead of adopting the relatively rigid tributary
traffic assignment implemented with today’s muxponders and transponders [11, 12].
C. 5G function acceleration. Packet-optical nodes may be used to interconnect metro optical resources with 5G Xhaul. In this case, P4 has the capability to ofﬂoad specific 5G functions, such as the User Plane Function (UPF),
directly performing GTP protocol encapsulation/decapsulation function and traffic steering [13].
D. Broadband gateway services. In this case packet-optical nodes are used to interconnect the optical metro with the
access (e.g., even embedding pluggable OLTs). Open Broadband Network Gateway (BNG) is a TIP initiative
leveraging on P4 acceleration for encap/decapsulation and partially provide hierarchical QoS scheduling. Embedding
BNG operations in a packet-optical metro node would release the need for dedicated additional BNG hardware [14].
E. Cyber-security. The stateful capabilities of P4 nodes enables the implementation of in-network firewalling solutions
operating at wire speed and potentially deployable in all metro nodes. This would constitute a distributed security
barrier across the entire network [15].
F. In-network AI. Recent studies are investigating the possibility to run Artificial Intelligence (AI) within P4 ASIC.
This would open for disruptively new applications leveraging on in-network AI at wire speed [16, 17].
Conclusions
This paper first introduced the state-of-art and potential of packet-optical nodes based on disaggregated switches
designed for data centers. Current open issues in terms of support of coherent pluggable modules, local and SDN
Control of the packet-optical nodes were highlighted and discussed. Such issues are expected to be overcome relatively
soon, enabling metro-optical networks benefitting from the high pace of innovation of the DC market and
technologies, including stateful P4-based ASIC programmability at wire speed. A list of P4 applications suitable for
metro packet-optical networks was finally reported, including fine-grade QoS control, monitoring, 5G acceleration,
cyber security and in-network AI.
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